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Background: AI/AN & LGBTQ youth in child welfare
system

●

AI/AN and LGBTQ children are
overrepresented by at least 2x their
proportion in the general
population

●

Poor ICWA implementation
contributes to this problem more than
4 decades after the statute’s
enactment
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Background: 2016 AFCARS Rule
The 2016 AFCARS Rule sought to address the problem by collecting data
on ICWA’s implementation and the sexual orientation of youth ages 14+.
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AFCARS: Trump-Era Rollback of Data Collection

Eliminated 89 data
elements from AFCARs,
including:
● 18 of 24 ICWA data
elements; and
● the sexual orientation
data elements for
youth and foster/
adoptive parents
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AFCARS: The Litigation
A coalition of seven plaintiffs--led by the California Tribal Families
Coalition--challenged the Trump-Era Rollback under the
Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”).
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AFCARS: The Litigation
Our lawsuit argues that the Trump-Era rollback rule violates
the Administrative Procedure Act because, among other things:
● the rule’s rationale is
wholly unreasoned
● the rule did not consider
the benefits of collecting
data
● the rule is contrary to the
evidence
● the rule failed to respond to
comments
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AFCARS: The Litigation Timeline
● Aug. 27, 2020: Complaint
● Dec. 23, 2020: Answer and
Administrative Record
● Jan. - Apr. 2021: Various
extensions to allow the parties to
negotiate
● May 17, 2021: Plaintiffs’
Motion for Summary Judgment
● May 2021: Amicus Briefs from
Congress and other Amici
● Currently engaged in
settlement negotiations
● July 16, 2021: Defendants’
Cross-Motion and Opposition
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AFCARS: Possible Outcomes & Next Steps
● The parties could settle over the next few months.
● The parties do not settle and defendants move imminently
for voluntary remand without vacatur in order to conduct
a new rulemaking.
● The parties continue to brief the merits and seek a ruling
from the court, which would likely not issue until late 2021
or 2022.
In several of these scenarios, HHS will likely conduct a new
rulemaking. If so, please plan to comment !!
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AFCARS: Key Cites
● Statutory Authority for AFCARS: Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. § 679
● 2016 AFCARS Rule: 81 Fed. Reg. 90,524 (Dec. 14, 2016)
● 2020 AFCARS Rollback Rule: 85 Fed. Reg. 28,410 (May 12, 2020)
● Litigation: California Tribal Families Coalition, et al. v. Azar, et al.
(N.D. Cal. 3:20-cv-06018)
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Sunset Rule: HHS Background
Health and Human Services
● Dozens of Sub-Agencies, including:
○ Indian Health Service; Centers for Medicare & Medicaid;
Administration for Children & Families; Centers for Disease
Control; Food & Drug Administration
● Administers ~ 18,000 regulations
○

Indian Health Care Improvement Act; Social Security Act
(Medicaid; Medicare; AFCARS, etc); Children’s Health Insurance
Program; Temporary Assistance for Needy Families; substance
abuse and social programs

● Under Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance
Act, tribes may take over HHS programs
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Sunset Rule: History & Timeline
Nov. 4 - HHS Issues Proposal (85 Fed. Reg. 70,096)
● Invoked the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 USC 610(a))
● “all regulations” issued by HHS in “Titles 21, 42, and 45 of the
CFR shall expire” -- most in 2 years, the rest within 10 years -unless:
○ HHS first completes a 2-part review of each regulation
● Expiration would be automatic
● Interested parties would have no opportunity to prevent
expiration
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Sunset Rule: History & Timeline
Jan. 19 - HHS Issues Final Sunset Rule
(86 Fed. Reg. 5694)
● Most regs (~17,200) will expire in 5 years -- in 2026!
● Rest would expire in 10 years
● Unlisted exceptions
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Sunset Rule: History & Timeline
● Insufficient process
○ 30-day comment period; hearing the week of Thanksgiving

● Refusal to consult with tribes
○ Consultation required “before any action is taken that will
significantly affect Indian Tribes” or that has “Tribal
implications.” HHS Tribal Consultation Policy; Executive
Order 13,175.

● Nearly universal opposition
○ 522 out of 530 comments opposed
○ From a broad swath of industry, healthcare, think tanks,
governments, and public interest groups
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Sunset Rule: The Litigation
County of Santa Clara v. HHS (ND Cal 5:21-cv-01655)
● Plaintiff coalition:
○ California Tribal Families Coalition; County of Santa Clara, CA;
National Association of Pediatric Nurse Practitioners; American
Lung Association; Center for Science in the Public Interest; Natural
Resources Defense Council
● Claims:
○ Failure to consult with Tribes
○ Failure to provide sufficient process under the APA
○ Rule is arbitrary and capricious because (among other reasons)
HHS cannot review regulations at planned pace
○ HHS lacks authority to issue a rule like Sunset
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Sunset Rule: The Litigation
Stay Pending Judicial Review
● Sunset Rule planned effective date: March 22, 2021
● 5 USC 705 -- Relief pending review
○ “When an agency finds that justice so requires, it may postpone
the effective date of action taken by it, pending judicial review.”
○ “to the extent necessary to prevent irreparable injury, the reviewing
court . . . may issue all necessary and appropriate process to
postpone the effective date of an agency action or to preserve status
or rights pending conclusion of the review proceedings.”
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Sunset Rule: The Stay
HHS postponed the Sunset Rule for 1 year, until March 22,
2022. (86 Fed. Reg. 15,404)
● “Court could find merit in some of Plaintiffs’ claims.”
● Litigation “raises the question” of whether the Sunset Rule is
consistent with Admin policies including providing “necessary
engagement . . . with tribal organizations.”
● Rules’ timing “may have impeded the full and deliberate
consideration” of all issues.
● HHS “now believes it is likely some regulations would expire
without any additional process.”
● This raises questions over the legality of an “umbrella” sunset rule.
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Sunset Rule: What Now?
The Administrative Process
● HHS informed the court that it “currently anticipates issuing, in
the coming months, a notice of proposed rulemaking
repealing” the Sunset Rule
● Spring Regulatory Agenda: “2nd NPRM” scheduled for August
2021
○ Be prepared to comment!!

The Litigation
● HHS told the Court it needed more time to evaluate the claims. With
plaintiff consent, moved to delay litigation.
● Litigation on hold until July 30, 2021.
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